
Santa Sack Box Tournament Rules 

Format:  

- Teams play 5 vs 5 plus goalies 

- For lacrosse gear is required 

- 3 - 15-minute running time periods 

- There are NO timeouts 

o Clock will only stop on referee’s discretion in extreme cases.  

- If game ends in a tie, there will be a 2-minute sudden death OT 

- If it is still a tie, it will be a 1 on 1 shootout and go til there is a winner 

Penalties:  

- We will be playing modified field and box lacrosse rules 

o NO cross checking 

o There is slight moving picks 

o ABSOLUTELY NO takeout checks – this will result in a penalty.   

o Light contact along the board, avoid hits from behind. 

- Referees will let you play and not all every brush or push 

o They may just call a possession turnover 

- If a penalty is called, player will sit for 1:30 minutes and team will play with 1 man down.  

- If a single player has 4 penalties, he will be removed from the game.  

Over & Back: 

- Once the ball is brought over the midfield line, it cannot be brought back to the defensive side 

of the field by the offensive team.  

o If this happens, team will lose possession of the ball 

- If a shot goes off the goalie and over the midfield line, it is NOT over and back 

- If a shot goes off of a defensive player and over the midfield line, it is NOT over and back 

- If shot goes off of the boards and over the midfield line, this will be over and back unless the 

defensive team gets to the ball first.   

Faceoff:  

- 2 players will faceoff at the center dot 

- All other players will be lined up behind the quarter field line (2 from each team on offense and 

2 from each team on defense) 

o On the faceoff whistle, they are released and can join the play.  

Open Soccer Goals: 

- The facility (Off The Wall) has open soccer net goals so there is a section of no boards.   

- If a shot or the ball rolls into the net, the first team to the ball gets possession 

- There is no playing inside of this soccer net area.  

Crease:  

- The yellow half-moon in front of the net is the crease.  



- Yellow tape will also be placed in the area behind the net.   

- Offensive players are not allowed to set in the crease or it will be a turnover of possession.   

- If player shoots on net, ball must cross the goal line before that player can step in the crease.   

o If it does not, goal will not count and possession with be given to the other team.   

- Players are allowed to dive across the crease 

o Goal will be good if  

▪ Player does not step in crease before leaving his fee AND 

▪ Ball crosses goal line before player lands in the crease AND 

▪ Player does not interfere with the goalie   

Pull the Goalie 

- Teams are allowed to pull the goalie to play 6 forward players.  


